Remote Work

6 Great Gifts for People Who Work From Home
Shop these must-have essentials, sure to make working from home that much better.

Find great deals on these items and more during our Holidays at Home Steelcase Store Sale. Get 15%
off storewide through December 11.
Due to the sudden nature of the pandemic, remote work quickly became the reality for millions of
workers everywhere, many of whom lacked an ideal home setup. In a recent Steelcase study, only 30%
of participants reported they would describe their home workspace as comfortable. But as people
continue to work from home longer than anyone anticipated, it’s looking like the home will continue to
be a key place where work happens, at least some of the time and the need for a more comfortable and
productive home environment has never been more important.
Whether it’s for yourself or a loved one, give a practical gift this year that any remote worker will
appreciate, and create a home office that has the wellbeing of people in mind and helps them do their
best work.

For The Small Footprint
Steelcase Series 1
Packed into a compact size, Steelcase Series 1 is a high performing and ergonomic powerhouse. Easy on
the eyes and even easier on the back, Steelcase Series 1 blends exceptional comfort with value. The
LiveBack™ flexor system in the backrest conforms to your body and moves with you to support the
spine as you change postures.The arm height adjusts within a 5-inch range to help relieve upper back
and shoulder fatigue and provide serious comfort all day long.

For The Active Performer
Migration SE Sit to Stand Desk
When you’ve been working from home for a while, it’s easy to fall into the habit of sitting in one place
all day. Switch up your routine with a sit-to-stand desk like Migration SE. As you change posture
throughout the day, Migration SE is quick to keep up and provide ergonomic support at every height.
Migration SE is a good fit for a wide range of remote workers and
features two height ranges, starting at 22.6 and adjusting up to 48.7”.

For The Modern Designer
Linear LED Task Light by West Elm
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Finding the perfect lighting for your many virtual calls and meetings can be a difficult task. Brighten up
your WFH space with Linear LED Task Light by West Elm. Uniquely vintage with a modern twist, Linear is
a wooden, long-lasting LED office light with a built-in USB port for the illumination and flexibility
demanded by the modern home office.

For The Techie
SOTO Wireless Charger
You have more important things to worry about than the scramble to untangle your power cord
moments before an upcoming call. Skip the drama and keep your deskspace free from a mess of cords
with SOTO Wireless Charger. The cork surface provides a soft landing spot for your phone and is angled
to provide visibility at all times. Listen to music, join a call or conveniently check notifications, all while
boosting battery life with the SOTO Wireless Charger.

For The Organizer
West Elm Work Greenpoint Mobile Pedestal
Your desk can add even more stress to your day when it becomes a disorganized moodboard of sticky
notes, paperwork and project inspiration. Tame the paper tiger and declutter your workspace with a
West Elm Work Greenpoint Mobile Pedestal. Hide important files, supplies and even midday snacks
behind the two full depth, natural oak drawers.

For the Visualizer
Verb Whiteboard
Don’t let ideation get stuck in a confusing stream of sticky notes. Visualize your thoughts and bring your
strategy to life on Verb Whiteboard. With a lifetime warranty on the writing surface and e3
CeramicSteel™ to prevent ghosting, scratching and denting, this double-sided whiteboard is designed to
work as hard as you do.
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